PDC PAS
Passenger Announcement System

PAS for
Small and Medium
Sized Airports
Over the years, PDC has developed specialised knowledge about
announcement solutions and now contribute to the everyday
operations of Airports.

orientation and increase safety, thus increasing passenger
comfort and satisfaction.

An airport equipped with PDC PAS provides an enhanced
experience for frequent flyers and leisure travellers. They get
to hear information when and where they need it to ensure the
smoothest passage through the airport landside, airside and intransit.

PDC PAS is a robust and scalable system for automated audible
communication with high availability. It can work in three modes:
•
Fully automatic announcement mode - no user intervention
required - enables instantaneously flow of information
•
Semi-automatic mode - the operator makes amendment to
the queued message after receiving the information from
other system and then sends it out for announcement
•
Manual mode - the operator strings the messages and
sends it out for announcement

PDC PAS can be used to issue real-time announcements.
Communications can include destination names, on-board
services information as well as traffic and safety related
announcements. Such announcements facilitate passenger

“

We have had PDC’s FIDS since 2017 and
during that period we have experienced
a very stable and fully automatic system
that fully lives up to our expectations.
Christina Dideriksen - Airport Manager in Roenne Airport

Airport Announcements

PDC PAS can be used for any automatic passenger announcement
in the airport. The system reacts immediately on any change
in the underlying real time data. The data may come from any
source like AODB or FIDS or even the airline’s own database.
The phrases used for the announcements as well as the rules for
the announcements may be changed at any time. The package
has a lot of features giving the airport the freedom to adopt
the announcements to today’s requirements with a few mouse
clicks.

Key
Benefits

Gate Announcements

PDC PAS can be used for manual gate announcements. A web
page, on the gate computer is used to trigger the announcements.
The user interface (UI) and the phrases behind may be defined
dynamically. The UI may also be used to change the state of the
flights accordingly. Note that the system automatically knows
about which flight is on the gate and the status of the flight.

Missing Passenger Calls

By adding, a link to the different airlines’ database you can get
a list of missing passengers by names and nationality. This list
can be used to make general calls for missing passengers in
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Multiple simultaneos
announcements help in zone
based communication
Timely flow of information
to people helps in overall
customer satisfaction
Empower airports to
communicate with people in
multiple languages
State-of-the-art speech
technology which is pleasant to
listen to

the language of the airport and in the language of the missing
passenger. At the same time, the list of missing passengers may
be send to the PDC FIDS system and be running as a ticker of a
separate screen on any monitor in the airport.

Onward In-flight Announcements

When a flight is approaching an airport, it is possible to send
a list of connecting flights with gate assignments, delays and
walking distance from arriving gate to destination gate in the
language of the relevant passengers. Only the onward flights
that are relevant to the passengers onboard is announced.
To avoid sending audio files to the flight, a small-embedded
computer is installed in the airplane and connected to the audio
system of the airplane. This computer then makes the text to
speech conversion.

Email and SMS Alerts

Instead of generating a text that is send to a text to speech
translator program the text could be send out to either SMS
or e-mail lists. The target audience for the alerts could be
passengers that has requested information for the flight or
it could be messages to different staff groups that has to be
notified if there are any changings in the flight schedule.
The possibilities are unlimited.

Interfaces with:
The system has an open interface to other systems
- in the simplest way you define a view in the source
database and let PAS get access to it.
PAS can be interfaced to local PA systemes in many
ways. Contact PDC for a chat about the possibilities.
The system comes with standard Google Text-toSpeech but also the Text-to-Speech engine Polly
from Amazon can be used.
A webservice is available for integration with the
GUI of other passenger information systems and for
integration with FIDS.
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